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AStory of
Violent FaithBANNER

OF HEAVEN
On July 24.1984, a woman and herinfant daughter were
murilered bytwo brothers who believed they were ordered
tnkill by God. The roots oftheir crime liedeep inthe
history ofanAmerican religion practiced by millions...

"Fantastic.... Right up
there with In Cold Blood and
The Executioner'sSong"

—San Francisco Chronicle

"Powerfully illuminating....
Almost every section of the
book is fascinating in its own
right, and together the chap
ters make a rich picture.... An
arresting portrait of depravity."

—The New York Times

Book Review

"Thrilling.... Scrupulously
reported and written with
Krakauer's usual exacting
flair." —Newsweek

"Audacious.... A white
knuckle mix of true-crime
reporting and provocative
history." —New York Post

A New York Times Notable Book
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Read an excerpt and find a
free reading group guide at

www.readinggroupcenter.com
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It's time to
clear the,

air about
natural gas
P^wer Natural gas is aprincipal source

'̂lew power generation in North
Cleaner burning than oil and

"t produces 50% fewer emissions,
fiatural gas makes up more than 55

I energy production, making us the
^"•gest producer and supplier in the U.

Future While renewable energy
'J^h'̂ ologies continue to be developed,

^®el natural gas can be the clean
g'"9® to an alternative energy fuw®-
. ^ '̂̂ 'fting the fuel mix to cleaner

natural gas, the U.S. could
® emissions of CO2 by up to 53 "•

®20D4BPp|j.

Security About 20 million households
throughout the U.S. rely on natural gas

from BP to provide much needed heat and
power. And now, by relying on sources
closer to home such as our natural gas
supply in nearbyTrinidad, we'll beable
to deliver that energy even faster.

beyond petroleum'^
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